Initial contact with the orphanage
came through Overnewton Community
College, which, for several years, has
raised funds to support the orphanage
and school.
One of this group, aviation engineer,
Phillip Stacy, visited the orphanage
during 2008 to build a school
playground. He was appalled to
discover that bicycles and tractors did
not operate as there were no mechanics
to perform even basic maintenance,
routine service or repair work.

Local mechanical
knowledge and equipment
can make a big difference
for disadvantaged
communities
Words: Warren Mills

Lending a Hand
P

erhaps you are not a
politician or a rock star, but you
may be interested in helping a
small group of Aussie blokes provide
mechanics and workshop tools for
Chibobo in Africa.
Chibobo is a small rural community,
without electricity or public transport,
about 430km north east of the Zambian
capital, Lusaka.
The community, about 30km out of
Serenjie, consists of a farm, school
and orphanage for about 100 children
whose parents are AIDS victims.
Zambia, despite excellent copper
resources and tourism destinations, has
an average annual per capita income of
US$395 and a median age of 16.9 years,
due mainly to an AIDS prevalence rate
of 16.5 percent among adults.

Clockwise from above: Mechanics for Chibobo founder,
Phillip Stacey, right, repairs the local generator; simple
maintenance could keep bicycles operational; with a few
simple repairs the local farm tractor will provide years of
future service; children from Chibobo’s orphanage need a
good education to have a self-sustaining future
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The Chibobo community struggles to
exist without significant support from
non-government agencies from Zambia,
UK and Australia.
One obstacle is that the machinery used
to run the farm, provide electricity,
transport locals and process the
staple maize crop, is in disrepair and
constantly breaks down.

and encouraging local people to become
self-sufficient in maintaining their
vehicles and plant equipment.
This story began when a small group of
men from Sunbury, north of Melbourne,
decided to support the Chibobo
orphanage, run by an educated local
man, Staivous Mulumba.

Phillip recently sent a spark plug for
a Honda generator from Australia
because it was easier than obtaining one
locally. There, five litres of engine oil
costs US$50, which for the orphanage is
a significant amount of money.
These realities create a vicious cycle
of dependency upon handouts, where
requests for new vehicles appear a
better solution than fixing the clutch, or
the brakes on an existing one.
The Mechanics for Chibobo project, set
up by Phillip Stacey, wants to break the
cycle of dependency by:
•

•

•

Sending basic garage equipment
from Australia in a container
scheduled to depart from
Melbourne in mid-2009;
Sending short term volunteers to
set up and operate the temporary
mechanical workshop commencing
late-2009;
Sponsoring the recruitment
and training of two (one already
identified) adult men from

Chibobo, as mechanics with
an existing UK-supported
organisation, Mechanics for Africa,
Zambia, located in the city of Ndola
(mfazamia.com);
•

•

Sponsoring the future design
and construction of a workshop
in Serenjie, in conjunction with
another existing Australian
organisation, Mobile Mission
Maintenance (mmm.com.au);
Encouraging the future
development of a self-sustaining
automotive service business
owned by the Chibobo community,
to provide automotive service and
parts to the Chibobo and Serenjie
districts.

How you can help:
•

Provide suitable automotive
service equipment and tools (for
the list of tools needed, contact
Phillip Stacy);

•

Raise funds, or contribute money
yourself, to sponsor mechanical
training, or workshop construction;

•

Visit Chibobo as a volunteer
mechanic (late-2009 and beyond)
to set up and run the temporary
workshop.

If you want to help, contact Phillip Stacy
on 0417 115 335 or email: pstacey@
ozemail.com.au

Even bicycles lack basic maintenance
and end up on the scrap heap
prematurely, along with cars and other
essential machines, feeding the endless
cycle of dependence on charity common
in Africa.
That’s where the Australian motor
industry can help.
One real solution for
communities like Chibobo
is in training; supporting

“One real solution for communities like Chibobo
is in training; supporting and encouraging local
people to become self-sufficient in maintaining
their vehicles and plant equipment”
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